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Suited for ages 16-24 

Special offer: Challenging Gibbush (try-out) days

The program can be fitted for all ages

Military   Fitness

With
Dotan Rosenblit

The activities are as follows: 

About Me
My name is Dotan Rosenblit. Born in 1969 on a kibbutz in the Galilee, I have enjoyed sports since an 
early age. I also love nature, nature trips and movement. I am a sportsman and an educator with a B.Ed 
degree in Physical Education and an M.Sc in Exercise Physiology from the Faculty of Medicine at 
Tel Aviv University.

I own an outdoor adventure sports company, specializing in preparing youth for military service in 
general and for service in the elite units in particular. For some years I have been running adventure and 
military selection programs for children and youth.

In recent years I have been specializing in group facilitation, where I have acquired new skills that have 
enabled me to gain a deeper and broader look at the role of the individual within a group setting, while 
empowering the individual in his/her own mind as well as within the setting of a group and society at 
large. This combination of sport and education on one hand, and group facilitation on the other, has 
enabled me to offer challenging and unique programs that bring about the expression of a range of skills, 
both physical and mental.

I invite you to a unique experiential activities to help and promote you 
 successfully with the challenges yet to come. In addition you will get set 
of  tools that will enable to tackle with mental and physical difficulties at 
the  IDF. 
* The program is customized for youth in preparation for combat army and  recruit soldiers and elite units. 

A unique & challenging
 military experience 

A unique & challenging
 military experience 

*

*
*

 1.5 hours basic workshop at the beach or in a park/forest

 3 hours  workshop that co-operates experiential Gibbush (try-out) and a  challenging track  

 6 hours fitness workshop’ including track and navigation

 1-3 consecutive Gibbush  days  
* It is also possible to integrate workshops and gatherings with teenagers   (youth movements,    
   Kibbutzniks, Moshavniks, religious youth), combat  soldiers and former soldiers. 

The program is suited for several audiences: 

Number of participants: 

Recommended age range: 

The program is available several languages:

Suited for groups of 8-30 participants  | Also possible to operate multiple groups simultaneously

Hebrew, English, Portuguese, Russian and French

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4Tt7Z3Lz_0

